Increase Your IT Visibility

Micro Focus Universal Discovery and Universal CMDB let you know what you have and how it is configured.

See everything from horizon to horizon

Discover assets and configurations across your entire hybrid IT environment: multi-cloud, containers, on-premises, and endpoints. With better IT visibility, you will enjoy:

- Predictable Change Management
- Complete Asset Management
- Improved Service Management
- Accelerated Cloud Transformation

End the endless guessing

Stop wondering about what is in your IT environment. With Micro Focus Universal Discovery and Universal CMDB, you can confidently provide information about your entire IT estate.

- Get a clear picture of IT assets in any environment: multi-cloud, containers, or on-premises.
- Know how infrastructure and business-critical applications are configured.
- Definitively reveal installed software even on work-from-home workstations.

Limit your risks

Run a more secure IT environment and reduce the likelihood of unforeseen compliance violations with Micro Focus Universal Discovery and Universal CMDB.

- Identify non-compliant infrastructure to your configuration policies or best practices.
- Deliver installed software metrics for smarter software asset management.
- Report what software versions are installed and where for easier security patching.

Manage constant churn

Unknown or unmanaged changes often cause IT problems. With Micro Focus Universal Discovery and Universal CMDB, you will always have a trusted data source about configurations.

- Immediately know when configurations change in the cloud.
- Predict the service impact of configuration changes before they happen.
- Know the state of endpoints outside your firewalls.

Learn more about Micro Focus Universal Discovery and Universal CMDB

www.microfocus.com/cmdb
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